A single, comprehensive solution to streamline operations, from bag to bin

Gone are the days of jumping between multiple apps and websites and wading through mountains of data to create and execute targeted recommendations for your growers.

Do it all — and more — in one place with the new DTN Agronomy. It streamlines data collection, applies agronomic insights, and allows you to proactively communicate with your growers and team so you can do more with less while elevating your level of service.
DTN Agronomy makes it easier to...

**Capture your data**
Make it easier for your scouts and agronomists to quickly gather detailed information at the field level.

**Key capabilities include:**
- Intuitive, user-friendly interface
- Fast creation and upload of growers, farms, and fields
- Easy documentation of important field observations with scouting trips
- Convenient weather data export options

**Strengthen your data**
Apply our accurate, field-level weather and environmental intelligence to transform your data into actionable insights that improve yields and profits.

**Key capabilities include:**
- Gridded weather, including 40-years of historical data
- Adaptive data processing and applied meteorological expertise
- Daily and hourly spray advisor
- Daily and hourly field access advisor

**Improve your workflows**
Save time and money with in-app communication tools that allow you to better coordinate with your team and growers.

**Key capabilities include:**
- Create scouting trips and reports with in-field observations and notes
- Easy information sharing within your organization and with growers
- Engage growers with messaging for timely recommendations and information

**Put it all to work**
Deliver quality service to your growers and increase your efficiencies.

**Key capabilities include:**
- Manage users and groups
- Messaging and promotional tools
- Accurate field details
- Access to award-winning ag news and key agricultural commodity market information

**Serve more growers and acres while focusing on those most likely to buy.**

Discover all of the ways DTN Agronomy can help you deliver superior results for your growers and your business. Visit with a DTN expert today.